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PHASE TRANSITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PARTICUI PHYSICS*

MICllAlJL CRttUTZ
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, Now York 11973, USA

ABSTRACT:

I review why particle physicists have recently takt-i an
intense interest in the statistical mechanics of certain
lattice models. Phase transitions in these systems ar ;
of di rect relevance to whether the gauge theory oE int .-r-
actin-i quctrky and gluons can prevent the quark as appt- iring
as a iiee isolated object. Monte Carlo simulation tec i-
niques have given the strongest evidence for the confine-
ment phenomenon and are beginning to make numerical
predictions in strong interaction physics.

INTRODUCTION

The fact that I was invited as a pai.ti.cle physicist to participate in this
conference is indicative of the incredible amount of cross fertil zation occur-
ring between my field and condensed matter physics. It is probabjy now the case
that graduate students in particle theory know more about the two dimensional XY
model than about Regge poles. I would like to discuss here why particle theo-
rists are taking such an active interest in statistical mechanics and how your
methods have been so useful in our understanding of the quark confinement.

Actually it huj been realized for many years that many of our theoretical
puzzles are closely related. Due to the possibilities of creation of ^•I'-icle
antiparticle pairs, relativistic quantum mechanics imptses a many-body problem
on the high energy physicist. Th" Feynman diagram appioach, originally developed
for quantum electrodynamics, has since pl.iyed a major lole in solid state theory.
Indeed, the Feynm^n path integral is mathematically equivalent to a partition
function.

There are many examples of interesting field theorei ical. phenomena being dis-
covered independently in particle and condensed matter contexts. One of the more
famous examples is the Higg's mechanism for generating yauye meson masses (1).
This use of spontaneous symmetry breaking is central tc- all modern discussions
of the weak interactions. The basic structure, howevei , i=j precisely the old
Landau Ginzburg r:odel of superconductivity (2) . The vacuum is a j:u£jerconductor
with respect co the intermediate vector boson fields. In another example, the
bridge between the Thirring model and the sine-Gordon I heory appe. red nearly
simultaneously from particle and solid state theorists (3).

In recent years, however, we have steii a dramatic increase in ..ctivity in a "-
eas of common interest to statistical and particle phy: icists. T:.is is due pri-
marily to some m.iqiio features of hadronit. interaction: . The gau. e theory of
quarks interacting with gluons cannot be treated pertui bat i vely wi an interquark
separations are large and cont incident effi-cts come inti plciy. We have been re-
luctantly forced to abandon our old stuiidliy of Peynman diagrams a> d search for
now fiuld tht.-orei'.ical techniques. Therulj1, we have foui d a wealth of technology
previously confined to the condensed mat.tt. r domain. Ek-th high tei perature series
techniques and Monte Carlo simulations) liav.j provided o\erwhelming evidence that
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this peculiar phenomenon of quark confinement can arise in a non-Abelian gauge
theory.

The ut i l i ty of the s tat is t ical analogy is further enhanced by our use of: a
space-time lattice to define the theory (4). At first si<jht this formalism
seems quite peculiar in that wo have no evidence for any periodic structure in
the vacuum. Tho lattice inherently de.itiroys the well-tested symmetries of the
Lorentz 'jroup. We regard the lattice not as fundamental, but rather as a mathe-
matical artifice removing the ultraviolet divergences so rampant i.i quantum
field theory. The latt ice spaci tg provides a minimum length, but, just as with
any cutoff, we must remove this cegulanion with a continuum limit at the end of
any calculation. For such a limit we need a renormalization prescription to
keep physical observobles finite.

In lat t ice gauge theory, the •'eynman path integral is the partition function
for a discrete set of s ta t is t ical variables located on the lat t ice bonds. The
field theoretical bare coupling constant corresponds directly to the s ta t is t ical
temperature. A high temperature analysis then provides information for large
couplings. In this way, Wilson -lerived confinement in the strong coupling
domain. Here the theory reduces to a model of quarks on the ends of strings
of gluoni.c flux. These strings have a finite energy per unit length and the
quarks experience a linear confinement potential.

For £- irticle physics, interest lies net dirrfctly in strong coupling, but
rather i • the continuum limit. Here pi y: ical scales, i . e . , the Compton wave-
lengths *.-f the hadrons, go to infinity wl.en measured in units of the lattice
spacing. In statist ical mechanics, this is the behavior found as one apprcaches
a second order critical point, where '.-orrelation lengths diverge relative to the
lattice, for the non-Abelian gauge theory of quark-gluon dynamics, renorrnali-
zation group analysis indicates such a cr i t ical point at vanishing coupling '•
zero temperature. A continuum limit here gives rise to the phenomenon of asymp-
totic freedom, wherein the effective renormalized coupling decreases logarithmi-
cally with the scale of observation (5). Thi • predicts the scaling behavior ob-
served in high momentum transfer processes such as deeply inelastic electron
proton scattering. .

In the stat ist ical analogue, Wilson has shown confinement at high temperature,
but for the continuum limit we must make the system very cold. Many stat is t ical
systems '..xhibic various types of phase uinsicion under such variations in tem-
perature. Distinct phases can have quitu different qualitative properties. A
demonstration of confinement in the continuum limit would be greatly simplified
in a gauge theory lacking phase transit ions separating strong from weak coupling.
Most of the emphasis in lat t ice gauge theory ias been on this point, and indeed
our Mont- Carlo studies have seen no plus.j transitions in Wilson's theory for
SU(2) an. SUP) gauge fields.

An int riguiny approximate recursion relation for lattice gauge theory has
been pre. en ted by Hi.gdal and Kadanoff (f.) . With certain approximations, the
theory OJ a given lattice i s related to Llie theory wich a multiple of this la t -
tice spa ing. The remarkable feature of Lheir procedure id that Lt exhibits a
close an. logy between'gauge theories in d dim-.-nsions and nuarest neighbor spin
syst&ms :n d/2 dimensions. This suggests tha' four dimensional gauge models
should e:-hibit similar phase structure to two dimensional s ta t is t ical mechanical
systems, for which there exists a subsl m .ial body of lore and exact results.
In partii alar, the two dimensional model .tfhicli corresponds to the four dimen-
sional S; (3) gauge theory of the strong i itter.ictions is a uenoralization of the
Ueisenbe. j model and in two dimensions -.liquid have only one phase. This has
been wid- ly touted as evidence for the ib-;enco of extraneous phase transitions
in the g ugt: theory and thus tin: couxit.to.-icu of asymptotic freedom and confine-
ment. Ir. contrast, the two dimensional :,ystei'i correspondiii'j to four-dimensional
lattice quantum electrodynamics, is the :>L.inar or JCY model and does indeed pos-
sess two distinct phases. This is aur.vil ial in that the formalism of lattice



gauge theory can avoid conf itiement of electro m.
Beiiuj only an approximation, the Migdal relatiuns may misiilentify the nature .

of a transition. The most striking example irf the case of Z2 gauge theory in
four dimensions which has a clear first order transition (7) whercss the corres-
ponding two dimensional spin system is the Isiny model, which possesses a second
order transition. Despite these uncertainties, the Miydal relations represent
the strongest analytic argument for confinement in asymptotically free gauge
theories.

Although the Monte Carlo approach to simulating statistieaj systems is quite
old (8) , only recently did Wilson propose its application to t he study of gauge
fields (9). One stores the numerical values .or the variable:, of some system
in a computer memory. Pseudo-random chanyes, weighted by Boltzman like factors,
then mimic thermal evolution and fluctuation. This allows one to do "experi-
ments" on a system with a predetermined dynam cs. Such studius on lattice
gauge theory have given the strongest evidence- fur confinement of quarks in the
now standard gauge theory of hadronic interactions.

As all dynamical variables are stored in the computer memoiy, a iy desired
correlation function is in principle available. Thus this tec hniq le can yield
quantitative information GU the solution of a non-trivial field th.-ory. We have
been able to calculate a few rather remark.ibli; numbers, relating sliort and long
distance behavior and totally inaccessible to standard perturtativi.- methods.
These; eatly succusties are responsible for 1 he pat tide theorists sadden interest
in condensed matter physics.

THE MODEL

Wd begin directly with the action or, in s t a t i s t i ca l mechanics language, the
Hamiltonian for la t t ice gauge theory

S= Ml • ; a e T r O..U jkUklUl.) (2.1)

The vjiri^bi'.-s Û  are elements oE some unitary gtoup. One suci element is asso-
ciated w.ch each nearest neighbor pair of aitc-s (i , j) on a hyporcublc la t t ice
r«[;£ _-s-2:it ini-i tour miftoiibicnal space time. The- sum in eq. 2.1 runs ovtr a l l e l e -
mtMitury =,••_.;'jai">_-3 or "plaquettes" in this la t t ice and the s i t e s i , j , k and 1 c i r -
culate- arr-'jiid the £-ljuuette in question. The parameter n i s the dimension of
the ir.atri_-css m the jroup representation used for the trace. The links are or-
iented m the =d.'i ,e that one obtains inverse croup elements upon traversing a
bond in opposite urections

U.. - (U..)"1 (2.2)

This notion fcras the basis for a path integral or partit ion function

Z - / dU e " e S ( t ) (2.3,
where- ail variables j ie integrated over with the invariant group measure.

superficially rhe iradel looks like a sir pit system of spins which cire elements
of 3 qro'iii cirul in aia;:t with a four spin ccupluig. This ac t io i , however, has an
extremely higli etc iiee of symmetry. If we s eli ct an arbitrary 'iroup element g^
associated with each lattit-e s i t e , the action is uncliangcd under the transfor-
mation

uk. • y, u h y j " 2 (2.4)

This is referred t.o as a local symmetry because the value of g at .iny point is
independent of the- neighbor ing iites. A gauge theory is often defined as a
theory with a local symmetry, and Wilson's runuukable formulation has kept such



symmetry exact while imposing a lattice cutoif.
The connection with the usual continuum Yang Mills theory (10) L : l̂ wa from

the identification

Uj. = exp(i gQ A^a) (2.5)

Here the bare coupling is related to the inverse temperature by

3 = 2n/gQ
2 (2.6)

and-a is the latLice spacing. The vector potential Au is an element of the Lie
algebra for the group and the Lorentz index u corresponds to the direction of
the bond in question. If Ay can be continued into a smooth function of space
time, then some straightforward algebra yield.*

BS = / a4x i-Tr(F F ) + 0(a2) (2.7)
2 pv JV

where

F = < > A - S A + i g [ A , A ] . (2.8)
uw u v \> ii o \i v

This Lagrangian uplines classical non-Abelian gauge theory. In the quantum
theory, the corrections to eq. 2.7 at me it gi'e a finite renormalization to the
bare coupling constant.

The gauge invaciattce of eq. 2.4 complicate. th» issue of finding an order
parameter for this system. Indeed, three yea s before Wilson's work, Wegner
wrote down the Ẑ . version of this theory as an example cf a statistical model
lackinu any local order parameter (11). To c.rcumvent uuis, Wilson introduced a
non-local quantity, the Wilson loop. Given ai / closed contour C of links in the
lattice, define

W(C) = < Tr( il «'i-)> (2.9)

The group elements are to be ordered as encountered in circumnavigating the loop,
and the expectation is in the sense of the statistical measure of eq. (2.3). If,
for large separations, the interaction energy between two sources in the funda-
mental representation of the gauge group (i.e. quarks) increases linearly, as
expected for strong coupling, then one expects for large contours

lnW(C) = -KA(c) + O(p(c)) (2.10)

when A(c) is the minimal area enclosed by the loop and p(c) is the contour per-
imeter. The coefficient K is precisely the coefficient of the linear part of
the potential- and is called the "string tension". In contrast, if in some
domain confinement is lost, then the Wilson i.-op cannot fall as fast as expo-
nentially in the loop area. In this case a perimeter law falloff is expected.

W(c) , . e
b p ( c ' (2.11)

The coefficient \> is related to the self enemy of the source. The coefficient
K of the area la */ in eq. 2.10 serves as an on'er parameter determining whether
or not one is in a confining phase. In stroiv coupling K is non-vanishing,
whereas if confinement is lost at low temperatures then K should become zero at



a phase transition seen as the temperature cU.creases. i

ASYMPTOTIC FKEliDOM AND THE CONTINUUM LIMLT

A remarkable feature of quark gluon dynamics is that in the limit where quark
masses ure neglected the theory has no free parameters. In this limit the pLon
mass vanishes but other physical particles, such as the proton or tho meson, re-
main massive and have non-trivial couplings. All dimensionless quantities, be
they mass ratios or coupling constants, are in principle determined. This beau-
tiful feature ot strong interaction physics is sadly lacking in unified theories
of weak and electromagnetic interactions, where the electric charge remains an
mica Iculable parameter.

The concept of a zero parameter theory is both exciting and frightening. If
we learn how to calculate more observabli-s and get unphysical answers, we have
nothing to adjust- If the delta-nucleon mass splitting doesn't come out, we
must abandon quark gluon dynamics.

The lattice theory, in contrast, has several parameters. Ignoring the non-
uniqueness of Wilson's formulation, we si ill have the bare coupling and the lat-
tice spacing to play with. In the continuum limit, however, these quantities eat
each other via a mechanism to which Coleman and E. Weinbeig (12) have given the
marvelous name "dimensional transmutation". To take a continuum limit, we must
adjust the bare coupling as a function of the lattice spacing in such a manner
that physical masses remain finite. The spacing dependence of the bare coupling
gives rise to the Gell-Mann Low function (13)

^ o U ) ) = a d7go(a) -= 'o So" + Yl C %

The first two coefficients >o and ŷ  have been calculated perturbatively for the
Yang Mills theory (5,14). Asymptotic frc.-dom follows from the fact that yQ is
positive. This means that if go is SUMII enough that higher orders can be ne-
glectod, then the bare coupling must decrease toward zero as the lattice spacing
is reduced. Integrating eq. (3.1) gives

<JO
2U> - (Yoln(l/AQ

2a2) + (Y1/Vo> lnlnd/A^a
2) + O(gQ

2)) (3.2)

where A^ is a constant of integration. Thus the decrease of g is logarithmic.
With^tht; cuterr in place, the mass of a physical particle when measured in

lattice units is some inverse correlation lemjth

C1 = ma (3.3)

If the mass is to rcu.ain finite as a goes to i-.ero, the correlation length F, must
divert]'.- and we ai-_- driven to a critical point. Using eq. (3.2) we can solve for
a and sf-e how this divergence occurs as the coupling goes to zero

2 " f l / " Y ° 2 -1 2 • '
ma = T~ ('oyo ] exp( ^ x (1 + o(go

 )} (3-4)

o »v g

Note the essenticjl singularity in this eq«iatit n at vanishing coupling. The di-
mensional transmu .ation phenom. nc.i is inherent Ly non-perturbative.

This equation torms the'staititig point for a lattice calculation of any mass.
Given a correlation length as .i function of buce charge, one looks for the
behavior predicted in eq. (3.4) at. weak coupling. The coefficient of this



t>rtHk)inLna itly exponential dependence i s the desired mass in units of AQ. This
integration constanc sets the scale for the strong interactions. Its value de-
pends on the detail ; of the cutoff scheme but once that is chosen i t s value i s
independent of the particular correlation length in question. Measuring several
masses in this way, their ratios are deti rmined and alL parameter dependence i s
loiit. In the next suction we show how Mi.nte Carlo methods in principle enable us
to carry mt such calculations.

THE MONTE CARLO APPKOACU

As mentioned in the I n t r o d u c t i o n , Monte Carlo s imula t ion i s an o l d and w e l l
established technique in solid state physics. It permits the study of the ther-
modynamics of a system with an arbitrary specified dynamics. The technique con-
verges weJ.l in both strong and weak coupling regimes and interpolates nicely in
between. Furthermoi e, as the entire configurition of the system i s stored, any
desired correlation function i s in principle available.

The method has a few inherent limitations. Statistical errors only drop with
the squart root o£ the computer time. Consequently, the extraction of some para-
meters can be severely s tat i s t i cs limited. Also, for the four-dimensional sys-
tem of interest to iarticle physicists, the linear dimensions of the lattice are
necessarily limited. The largest lattice thusfar studied has 16 s i tes on a side
(15). Finally, although fermionic fiulds are a major area of current research,
the techniques for computing with Grassmann variables are as yet quite awkward
and voracious of computer time.

The techniques we us*» for simulating lattice gauge theory are standard and
need not be discusseJ here (1G). I would likt- to point out, however, that due
to the rather complex nature of the interacticn, the computer spends' a great
deal of ti.r.e just calculating tin..- products; of nearest neighbor variables. Be-
cause or tiiis i t pay* to do a caj-ful job in selecting the random changes being
made. In oarticulai, i t i s usual y economical to make several changes on a
single variable befo e yoing on t • the next.

So far the Simula .ion:; in latt ce gauge tht ory have been considerably less
sophisticated than t/piceil in solid state phytics. Whereas a condensed matter
theorist i s interest id in subtle details uf a transition such as i t s critical
exponents, we have bjon primarily inter«i:ted niurely in the existence of transi-
tions. Tii-.is our run; have been typically much shorter. Also, in four dimen-
sions we !;jvc- been b.essed in that most of the transitions in latt ice gauge
theories ace strongl •• f irst order. These are juite easy to see due to the large
latent: hoars. The i/.imary exception is U(l) lattice gauge theory where detailed
analyses l.ave moasur .'d the exponents of what upitars to be a rather conventional
second ord^r phase transition (17).

To extr ict a phys cal parameter relevant tc the continuum limit , wu would
like to me ii:uie- a co relation length usitv) the Monte Carlo simulations, and then
look for t i£ behavio - theoretically predicted in cq. (3.4). The analog for the
critical e -ipoiients o the transition at zi;ro temperature are the parameters "y©
and Yi a"rf ^ - - known from the perturbativt: expansion of the Gell-Mann Low func-
tion. The coiif ficie tt of this critical behavior gives the continuum theory mass
in units or Ao, the iaturai scale of the theory us defined from the continuum
limit of t:ie latt ice.

The firdt dimensi mal parameter to be i-xtru tod in this manner for the pure
gluouic theory was t. ie string tension K, i.he coefficient of the long range l in-
ear interquark potett ial . Figure 1 shows the effective force bel.ween two quarks
separated by I latti :e spacings (18). Tht-se curves form an envelope giving the
long range- force in attice units. The b«nd in the figure represents the pre-
diction of eq. (3.4) where m i s replaced by A and

A
o "

 ( 5 i 1 - 5 ) x 1( "3 iK < 3 - 5 >



t'iq. 1. The effective torce
X(l,t) between two quarklike
sources separated by I lat t ice
units i Lotted versus the inverse
bare cl. »rge.

0.01

Using c:v:- known r o l j t . jn (19) between t i n s l a t t i c e Ao nd t h e more c o n v e n t i o n a l

MOM

A - 8 J . 5 A
MOM o

and usi:. ; the stiin-j jdel (20) estimate of K from thi Recj'je slope

(3.6)

K =• £ - % (400 MeV) (3.7)

Ml 'M
= I7i> + 50 MoV (3.8)

This valu'- i s com t o i l
merit urn t i . i i i s t c i proce
ca lcu lc i t it<ii ( a r e imkn

A secoi. 'l number cli
ic . i l twnj.i.t e i ture a t w.

lijiy close to curru'il phenomono) iyic.il fits from hi«jh mo-
cffacts o liylit quark loops, ignored in this

i n f i n i t e unoryy to its<
cjauqe 'jrou['. Kajanti-
t r a i i s i t i un in Montu C.

racier iv. HIM the solution of jmrt qau-je theory is the phys-
Lch a d.»confining p ;aae transiti .n occurs (21) . At this
. with a soup of q It unit: flux an. it no longer requires .m
late a soutoe in th»- fundamenta} representation of the
, Montonen and I'lt.-turin -n (22) h .ve recently studied this
rlo stuilies of tJiti i;U(3) theory nd find
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It is; somewhat puzzling in this quark less theory containing no pious that this
transition occurs at such a remarkably low temperature, considerably below a
typical hadronic mass.

I now turn to a number which has b'een frustratingly difficuLt to extract from
the Montt Caclo analysis. This is the mass gap or correlation length in the
pure glut- theory. Thus far attempts to measure this "glueball" mass have been
limited to the SU(2) theory. Plagued by statistical errors, early estimates
gave (15.23)

m ^ 1-4 /K (3.10)

Indeed, this is one area where the strong coupling expansion approach may beat
the Monte Carlo; Miinster has quoted (24) values for both SU(2) and SU(3)

m = 1.8 + .8 /K SUCM
(3.11)

m = 2.9 + .8 /K = l.H +_ 0.4 GcV SU(3)

This latter value is quite acceptable phenomirtioloyically (25).
I would now like to briefly discuss an ongoing attempt to extract this number

using finite size scaling. The basic idea is; that effects of a finite lattice
should fall exponentially with the lattice dimension in units of the correlation
length. Thus motivated, we accurately measured (26) the internal energy for
various finite lattices up to 101' sites. A straightforward transfer matrix
analysis relates the internal energy per plaquette on an Nlv lattice to that on
an infinite lattice

N 3 / 2
(3.12)

Here th« only unknowns are the mass m and the factor r, which represents the
degeneracy of the first glueball state:. A spin s state contributes 2s+l to r.
Although in principle for a large enough Lattice only the lightest state will
survive, in practice we should expect finite size effects fron a superposition
of several low lying states. Indeed, the degeneracy factor suggests that a spin
two state in<*y dominate over a lighter spin zero particle.

The observed finite size effects are small, only clearly observable up to
about a 6" lattice. Usin<; lattices larger or equal to 41' sites, the data does
not permit determining r and ma separately for &c*ch v ilue of coupling. Even
though small, the signal is too large for the degeneracy factor in eq. (3.12) to
be unity. Indeed, a simple fit suggests r •>- 10-30. The mass value obtained is
strongly correlated with the degeneracy, l>ut for r in this rai.gc

m = (150 * 50)A - 1.9 + .6 K— o —

adequately fits the asymptotic freedom prediction. Theso calculation.-; are being
extended to iiU(J). We thus conclude that the masa is still hard to measure, but
the spectrum must be extremely rich. Note that the bag model also predicts a
large number of low-lying states (27).

These, then, are the three theoretically clc-.u- parameters hhich have been ex-
tracted from the Monte Carlo studies. There arc, however, an enormous number of
practitioners of this art. Most of the lattice work has not emphasized the con-
tinuum limit, but artifacts of the lattice theory itself. Inc-oed, as
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Fig. 2. The phase diagram with a 'leneralized SU(2) action.

statistical mechanical systems, lattice gauge theories have been found to have a
fascinating and rich phase structure. As an example of this, in Figure 2 I show
a phase diagram for a pure SL'(- ^auge theory but with the lattice action char-
acterized by two parameters (28). The action per plaquette is

S = S (1 - f TrAUQ)

Here u-; is the group element associated with the plaquette in question, and Tr
and Tr̂ " rev-resent traces taken in the fundamental and adjoint representations
respectively. Fcr ;<A = 0 we have the standard Wilson SU(2) theory whereas for
6 = 0 we have an SOi.3) lattice gauge model. As S^ goes to infinity, the model
approaches the pure Z 2 theory.

The rich structure with its triple point and new critical point demonstrates
the naivety of the old lore that non-Abelian c auge theories have no phase
transitions. This structure, however, appears, to be purely a lattice artifact
and is irrelevant to continuum physics. The lattice theory should not be
trusted phe.-.cmenolouically when the lattice s, ._eing bscomes comparable to hadron-
ic diinensio.-is.

In the last year unexpected phase transitions (29) have been found for the
SOU) and SIMM) for 'A >_ 4 laLtice models. Itn ied, SU(2) and SU13) are the only
known groups showing a smooth passage from sti ong to weak coupling. The SO(3)
transition has been described in terms of a nu.nopole condensation (30). The
large N tiunsitions are probably closely lelaiod in that the Wilson action has
several local minima beyond the vanishing fields of the classical limit. Tunnel-
ling into these minima can generate approximai e monopole configurations which
may condense as in SO(3). If this is a correct picture, modifying the Wilson
action to eliminate the metai;tability of s.;uch configurations should remove the
SU(N) transitions. This is currently under investigat'on.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

With the help of techniques formerly solely in the domain of the solid state
physicists, particle.theorists are currently ceapiny a rich harvest in the field
of strong interaction dynamics. At the same time we are finding fascinatiny
properties of lattice models faster than we can appreciate them. I hope that
the fruitfulness of this flurry of cross disciplinary work, is not restricted to
this one problem of quark-gluon dynamics.

The major remaining gap in the Monte Carlo technology is a truly efficient
method for dealing with fermions. Brute forcu procedures may soon produce some
interesting numbers (31), but I feel a technical breakthrough is needed here.
An interesting approximation may son give us some direct information on tha
masses of bound quark states. Several groups are currently studying propagation
of multiquark systems in a medium of gluonic fields obtained in the standard
Monte Carlo treatment (32). ' This includes al L u 1 uon: r.- i. "•.teractior.o with the
quarks but neglects the effects of virtual quirk pairs in the vacuum. Prelimi-
nary results promise to give reasonable pion, rho, and nucleon masses. We may
soon have our first hard predictions in hadrouic physics.
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